
To members of Iowa Medicaid P&T committee: 
 
I have been providing HIV healthcare services since about 1985. I am the clinical director of HIV services with. I 
currently managed the healthcare of almost 500 patients. So I speak to you with a good deal of experience in the 
clinical management of persons living with HIV. 

I have been invited to make a comment about the proposed changes in the Medicaid formulary with regard to 
antiretroviral medications. I understand that splitting up the single tablet regimens has become a trend as a cost 
saving strategy for public insurance. I certainly understand the need to contain costs, but this may come at a clinical 
cost. 

Historically, combining nucleoside antiretrovirals began with Combivir and then progressed to the development of 
Trizivir, Truvada and Epzicom. This was the first step toward simplifying antiretroviral regimens. With the 
development of Atripla as a complete single tablet regimen, we applauded this pharmacologic breakthrough and a 
successful one for treatment.  

Because of a variety of predictable side effects of many antiretroviral medications, some patients intentionally stop 
one or more and continue others. Sometimes because of co-pay costs or other factors, the patient does not order each 
medication in a timely fashion. This has come to be known as selective nonadherence. Of course anyone familiar 
with the management of HIV infection understands this is recipe for disaster which leads to the development of 
predictable viral mutations. Mind you these mutations are permanent. Fortunately, the development of more single 
tablet regimens helps to virtually eliminate this unfortunate and predictable behavior of selective nonadherence. 
Since 2014 I have initiated antiretroviral therapy for at least a couple of dozen patients. Nearly every one of those 
patients requested and was prescribed a single pill regimen.  

I'm proud to say that our program outcome data is some of the best in the nation. Over 90% of our patients with HIV 
are taking antiretroviral therapy. Of those patients 83% showed consistent viral suppression below 200 copies per 
milliliter, so-called undetectable. Statewide 65% have undetectable virus. Compare that to national data which is 
less than 30%!  

I attended the 1996 International AIDS conference in Vancouver. One of my mentors stated at that meeting, in so 
many words "When we can prescribe to our patients a single tablet, taken once a day without major side effects 
which effectively treats HIV-AIDS, we willl have reached our treatment goal". 

I am very concerned that splitting up the single tablet regimens will potentially perpetuate this behavior that could 
have been avoided. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


